MPLS Divisional Board

Approved at the meeting of
Joint Committee of Mathematics and Philosophy, 7th Feb 2017
Mathematics Teaching Committee, 1st March 2017

Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation
Preliminary Examination in Mathematics & Philosophy

Brief note about nature of change:
Regulations updated with change to location of syllabus for papers and removal of information duplicated in the standing orders.

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2016 [http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/peimathandphil/studentview/](http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/peimathandphil/studentview/)

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2017
For first examination from 2017-18

Detail of change
1. Delete citation reference 1.3 as follows (deleted text struck through):
   ‘3. The Moderators for Mathematics shall include at least two of the Moderators for the Preliminary Examination in Mathematics; the Moderators for Philosophy shall include at least two Moderators nominated by a committee of the Faculty of Philosophy.’

2. Delete citation reference 1.4 as follows (deleted text struck through):
   ‘4. It shall be the duty of the Chair of Moderators for the Preliminary Examination in Mathematics to nominate such of their number as shall be required to act as Moderators for
3. Amend citation reference 1.20 as follows (new text underlined, deleted text struck through):

'5. The syllabus for each paper in Mathematics shall be published by the Mathematical Institute in a handbook for candidates on the departmental website by the beginning of the Michaelmas Full Term in the academic year of the examination, after consultation with the Mathematics Teaching Committee.'

**Explanatory Notes**

The information on the Maths syllabus and units will now be available on the Mathematical Institute's website rather than in the Course Handbook.